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Goal : To provide users with a
convenient, reliable wearable interface
that can replicate functionality of a
keyboard.

Problem:

How Dext Works:

o Computers and phones require in-depth
interaction
o User is unable to easily detach from current
devices
o Smartphones reduce situational awareness
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PCB

Hand position detected by IMU
Finger positions detected by tactile switches
Data interpreted by MCU
PCB 1: Worn on
Corresponding character selected from lookup table
top of hand.
Character sent across bluetooth to paired device
Holds MCU, IMU, and
supporting hardware

How Gestures Work:

Convenient, reliable device
Not easily damaged
Approximate response time
Durable, lightweight
Simple to use
Not a distraction

o 10 comfortable finger combinations per finger
o Five “comfortable hand positions”:
flat, right, upside down, down tilt, up tilt
o Possible 50 comfortable gestures!!

PCB 2: Worn on bottom of
hand. Holds buttons.
Attaches to PCB 1 by small
cable.

The
Keyboard
Long bar is the back of the hand.
Logo works as a key to show which finger is which.

Application

Darkest is the pinky finger while the
lightest is the pointer finger.

Created to help practice
and learn about the key
combinations for typing
with the Dext.

Shorter bars represent
the fingers
of the hand.

System
Block
Diagram

Also on

The length of the
bluetooth exceeds over
25 feet!

Versatility/
Design

Worn on the back of
either hand

Training Games:
Dext Adventure - Where
specific words are to be
typed to continue to the
next step.

Classic Hangman - Try
and complete the given
word using the Dext
commands.

Buttons allow the
user to feel the
response of the
Dext device
Provides quiet
feedback

